
PECIAL TOOL~
AND CHIP~

FUZZY LOGIC ~IMPLE
IF YOU WOULD RATHER DERIVE COMPLI-:-
cated mathematical equations than approach;' at
problem from an intuitive point of view, then you:
probably won't be interested in fuzzy logic. Like-'

, wise, if you have unlimited time arid/.
Inexpensive software tools money to spend on design tasks, then
make fuzzy logic easy to fuzzy logic may not appeal to you.
learn and apply. Dedicated And if you don't mind your designs

being expensive to produce and hard . i

fuzzy processors and to modify, then you, won't want to' f,

enhanced microcontrollers ' waste your time on something "that ' :v~

make applications run fast.. sounds .so, wel~, ~~zy. .,,;
. , " "But If you lIve In the real w.orld,'> ,~

you need to know about fuzzy 10gic.'Although it" ~
may sound like a laughable oxymoron, fuzzy logic· ~;
is quickly 'gaining respect ,as a technically v,~a~le, .~
and cost-effective discipline, especially for embed~, ,~
ded control. 'Fuzzy logic is also easy to learn and ~l .'.

apply, and a handful of companies have products'; }
that can help you get started. '



Fuzzy-logic products for designers include both
software and hardware. The software ranges
from freeware fuzzy-logic inference kernels. for
micro controllers to computer-aided software engi-
neering (CASE)-like packages that minimize ap-
plication programming. The most elaborate pack-
ages provide help in all the steps of designing,
simulating, and testing a fuzzy controller.

Fuzzy-logic hardware includes dedicated fuzzy-
.logic processors and coprocessors, plus computer
boards that use those chips. You can get fuzzy-
logic ·educational kits, which include some soft- .
ware, for as little as $195; for $400 to $600, you
can get both software and a fuzzy-logic board that
plugs into a PC; Even full-scale professional soft-
ware tools for fuzzy logic are fairly inexpensive,
ranging in price from a few hundred dollars to a
few thousand.

Fuzzy-logic development tools simplify con-
trolle.r design by capitalizing on fuzzy logic's intui-
tive, common-sense appeal (see box, "Basic fuzzy-
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Fig l-Fuzzy-Iogic software tools
help you write controller ruleS.:and
sketch membership functions. Here,·
the graphics editor In Hyperlogic's Cu-
bicolc helps specify an output mem-
bership function (lower right quarter
of display).



logic design"). With some of the
tools, you can show how you want
a controller's outputs to relate to
its inputs simply by drawing sketches
and writing plain~language rules
(Fig 1). Then, through simulation,
the tools produce graphical displays
of your controller's behavior (Fig 2)
and let you alter that behavior by
simply altering your sketches and
rules.

Fuzzy-logic tools are especially
valuable for proto typing. You don't
have to be a programmer to use the
tools; you just have to know how
your system should behave. How-
ever, the tools will also help you
produce code for actually imple-
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menting your fuzzy-logic system.
Some generate C code; others pro-
duce assembly language. Of the as-
.sembly-Ianguage versions, about
.half produce code for familiar 8-bit
microcontrollers; code from the oth-
ers runs on dedicated fuzzy-logic
chips. (For brief descriptions of
some available tools, see box, "A
fuzzy-logic toolbox.")

Although you can implement
fuzzy logic on a general-purpose
processor, a few companies- Togai
Infralogic, Omron, and American
Neuralogix, for example-'-sell ICs
specifically designed· to implement
fuzzy logic. The chips vary consider-
ably in capability and price, from

around $10 for a simple fuzzy copro-
cessor to about $200 for a stand-
alone, RISC-architecture fuzzy
processor.

Major semiconductor companies
are also getting interested in fuzzy
logic. Several have alliances with
fuzzy-logic companies and are plan-
ning future fuzzy products. Exist-
ing partnerships include Motorola
and Aptronix, Siemens and Togai,
NEC and Omron, and Samsung and
American Neuralogix. SGS-Thomson
is also planning fuzzy-logic products.

Dedicated fuzzy chips are useful
for complex control systems, but
many fuzzy applications don't re-
quire special hardware. Because

Basic ~uzzy-Iogicdesign
Fu~zt logic works as hu'mansdo in that it ea~ily proc- .
esses imprecise (fuzzy) variables such as "warm" or
"fast" or "slight throttle" instead of insisting on need-
less numericalprecision.,A primary underlying principle
'of fuzz·/logic is that precision is often unnecessaryand
even counterpro,ductive(Ref 1). By relying less on pre-
cision and more on a human designer's seat-of-the-
pants int,uitionabout how somethingshould work, fuzzy-
logic cbntrollers can often be simpler, cheaper, and
more reliable than traditional controllers.

Consider, for example, how you steer a car. You
steer slightly to the left when your car begins to drift..

t~ th~ right. You don't; dn~j'probably 'couldn't,make
steering decisions based on numerical inputsabout your
car's heading. Fuzzy logic works much the same way.
, Hardware systems necessarily receive numerical in-
puts, however; so' a fuzzy controller must "fuzzily", .
those inputs in order to use 'them. For example, d eoI']:
troller might convert a certain measured 'temperature
to a fuzzy variable called Warm. The cOlltroller the
dppliesthe fuzzified 'inputs'to,an inf~rence mechanism,
consisting of if-then rules, to determine what actions to
invoke. An example rule might be, "If Temperature is
Warm"then make FanSpeedMedium." Finally, the con-
troller must "defuzzify" actions in order to apply 'them
to an actual device. For example, it might convert a
medium fan speed to a voltage that will turn the fan,
at ~OO rpm.

The design of a fuzzy controller fohows the three
steps of fuzzificdtion. inference, and defuzzifkation.
In each step, you just use your common sense and
intuition.

In fuzzifi,caHon,a controller appli~s numerical (crisp)
inputs to simple functions that define crisp-to-fuzzy
transformations (Fig A). You define and sketch these
functions as part of your design activity. Each function
is mer~ly one that seem~reasonable to you. Most func-
tions have the shape of a triangle or. a trapezoid. If a
function turns out not to be' adequate, as determined
by testing a fuzzy-controller design, it is easy to modify,

Eachfunction actuallydefines a fuzzy set. The theory
o(ftJzzy sets is different from that of 'colwentionaI sets.
In fuzzy, logic, an element may be partially a member
of a fuzzy set. We say that it has d ceftain "degree
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, Fig'A•••.Fuzzlflcotlon Is the .process of converting crisp (numeri-
cal) values to fuzzy values, Here, the element 71°F has degree
of membership 0.4 In fuzzy set Comfortable and 0.2 in the
fuziy set Warm, '
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fuzzy logic is not very demanding
of computing power, ordinary 8-bit
microcontrollers are adequate for
some tasks that might require a 32-
bit processor for a conventional de-
sign. As a result, fuzzy products are
often considerably cheaper to pro-
duce than conventional products.

Ordinary microcontrollers are
usually adequate for fuzzy-logiccon-
trol tasks as long as the system
sampling rate isn't too high. Ac-
cording to fuzzy-logic consultant
David Brubaker of the Huntington
Group (Menlo Park, CA), an 8-bit
microcontroller will probably work
well if the sampling interval is a
half second or greater.

Motorola's fuzzy-logic strategy is
three-pronged: existing microcon-
trollers, enhancements to those mi-
crocontrollers, and dedicated fuzzy
processors. The enhancemen.ts will
speed up the fuzzy functions that
demand extra computations; dedi-
cated chips will be for specific appli-
cations. Steve Marsh, director of
strategic operations for Motorola's
Austin microcontroller division,
says dedicated fuzzy processors
make sense only for applications,
such as graphics, that don't already
use conventional microcontrollers.
Fuzzy processors will not replace
microcontrollers, Marsh says, but
augment them.

Whether you design fuzzy logic
using a dedicated chip or a micro-
controller, your approach will not
follow convention. In a conventional
control system of at least moderate
complexity, you describe the de-
sired system behavior with equa-
tions or look-up tables. Often,
though, equations are difficult or
even impossible to express, and
you may have to derive entirely
new equations to make a relatively
simple system modification. Look-
up tables have disadvantages, too.
They can be long, using scarce
microcontroller memory, and they
can result in jerky system response
as a conventional controller steps

~ , ,.
peratLre~f~r e~dml:>le"c;;rrespond~' bofh to i1fatrfy coin-
fortQble'~ and to "slightly warm/,' , '

Becauseton element"c,an be ,a portial m~1nber of a
fuzzy 'set, ,0 fuzzy co~tr~lIe} tan take 'partial action
based on t.Hatm.emqership. A fuzzy c'ontroller c9':' 'also
combine the actions' that' are based 011' membership
(full or partial) ,in different fuzzy sets. For the situatian
corresponding fo Fig A, ci controller would ideally place
twice as much emphasis on the action assodafed with
Comfortable (for example; "make FanSpeed Low") as
on the action associated with Warm, (for-example,
i'make FanSpeea Medium"). The ,resolt. (F,ig B)7 would
be a fari' speed<between lo~ and medj~m, but closer
to low: A human ,would probably do much the same
h' ". . ' ," ,

t Ing. ' -', ,', "," I
Defuzzification must accompany the combining 6f ac-

tions for yoU to obtain a crisp value that you Gan apply
to an actual device. For exam'ple~ you' would need to
convert a fuzzy fan speed between lo>y and .medium
to an actual rotational speed, ~r perhaps an appropri-
ate motor volt<?,ge.Combination and defu¥ificqtion oc- ,
cur via output membership functions, which you,define
as you do input membershi~ functions, 'by, sketching
somethin,g that seerT)srlfcjsonabl~:, ,"\ '," "

Differe~t methods' exist for combining actions. One
common-method, iilustrated in Fig B, compuJes the cen-
troid of. all applicable output member~hip functions.
Many fu~zy controllers work well, however, by invoking
only the 'one action that'the:inference' mechgnism sug-

o gests is the most appropriate. This robustness is typical
, .of fuzzy controflers and is a main reason why fuzzy

logic is gainil)9 so hluch favor. ' r, 4,
'.oF I a

of'tllembership", rangIng from Q to 1;' inclusive. 'Thus,'
fhe functiohs that you define ore called Input-member-
ship functions. " •

FCzzy logic 61so lets elements be partialiy in one set
and partially jn ano.ther. In Fig A, the temperature
71°F has d degree of membership of 0.4 in the set'
~omfortable and a degree of membership of 0.2 in the
set 'Warm. The 'overlap of membership functions corre- '
sponds to human notions: we say that a certain tem-
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Fig B-Detuulflcatlon of fuzzy values' results In 'crisp values
"that' ~ apply to actual devices. Here, the fUlly values Low
and Medium" (representing fun speeds) combine to form an
Intermediate value In numerical form. The value Is Closer' to
LoYithan ,to tAedium because the condition corresponding to

, Low ls more nearly true thon the condition corresponding to
Medlum. "



from one table value to another.
In a fuzzy control system, you de-

scribe the desired behavior in sim-
ple rules that are based on your
practical, intuitive understanding of
the problem. With some of the
CASE-like tools, you can express
rules in ordinary language; a typical
rule would be something like, "If
Temperature is Hot, then make
FanSpeed High." A simple fuzzy
controller might require less than
ten rules; a complex one might need
30 or 40.

A fuzzy controller applies the
rules to system inputs to determine
appropriate system actions. First,
however, you must convert those
inputs from "crisp" numbers (meas-
ured temperatures, for example) to
"fuzzy"variables that your fuzzy con-
troller can use. In fuzzy-logicjargon,
this process is called fuzzification.

Fuzzification of crisp inputs oc-
curs via input-membership func-
tions, which you define. For exam-
ple, you could use a simplified bell
curve. centered at 68°F to define
"Comfortable. "

Most membership functions, in
fact, have simple, geometric·

The Fe 11 0 fuzzy processor from Togai In-
fralogic uses a Rise architecture to speed
computations.

shapes. Triangle shapes are a crude
approximation to bell curves, and
they work well for a majority of
fuzzy-logic control applications. A
step up in complexity is the trape-
zoid, essentially a triangle with its
top lopped off. According to Earl
Cox, a Chappaqua, NY-based con-
sultant in fuzzy-logic applications,
triangles and trapezoids are ade-
quate for about 90% of applications.
(See the two Design Features on
fuzzy logic in the June 18, 1992,
EDN for more-detailed examples.)

When you design a fuzzy control-
ler, you specify the shapes of mem-
bership functions by coding a few

Fig 2-Aptronix's Fide provides three different displays of input/output relationships. In
this one, a 3-D surface shows the system output as a function of two inputs. Others
reveal the same information in contour displays and cross-section views.
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point coordinates or by using a
graphics editor in one of the avail-
able fuzzy-logic software tools.
Tools with graphics editors include
Cubicalc ($495) from Hyperlogic,
TILShell ($2300 to $3300) from To-
gai Infralogic, and Fide (pro-
nounced fee DAY, $1495) from Ap-
tronix. A limited-capability version
of Fide is included in Motorola's
$195 fuzzy-logic education package.

Some fuzzy-logic chips allow
membership functions of arbitrary
shapes; others limit functions to
only a few shapes or even to trian-
gles only. Togai's $200 FCllO fuzzy
processor, for example, allows user-
defined arbitrary shapes; Omron's
FP-3000 fuzzy coprocessor, which
sells for $75 to $100, allows four dif- .
ferent shapes. The $10 Neuralogix
NLX230 allows only triangles.

In microcontroller-based fuzzy
applications, membership functions
face practical limits imposed by
processing requirements. To keep
computation time within reason,
the functions must be relatively
simple. You can partially avoid the·
computation bottleneck by choosing
an appropriate microcontroller,
however. Motorola's 68332, for ex-
ample, has a table-interpolate in-
struction that speeds up calcula-
tions involving pairs of member-
ship-function points.

Defuzzification of system actions
occurs via output membership func-
tions, which you define as you do
input membership functions. This
process, to be discussed later, is
more complicated than fuzzification,
however, because it involves com-
bining the actions that result from
multiple rules.

The process of inferring fuzzy ac-
tions by applying fuzzy inputs to a
rule base is called, appropriately,
fuzzy inference. Fuzzy-logic imple-
mentations use two common infer- ,
ence mechanisms--denoted max-min
(or min-max) and max-dot (Ref 1)
-but you probably won't be con-
cerned with their differences until
you're well past the novice stage
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in fuzzy design. Despite their differ-
ences, Brubaker notes, both meth-
ods operate basically the same.

invoked. You might say that if a
condition "sort of' exists, then a
corresponding action is "sort of'
invoked.

After a fuzzy controller deter-
mines what actions to invoke and
at what levels, it must defuzzify the
fuzzy actions so that they produce
an appropriate crisp action on an
actual device. Ideally, the control-
ler also combines actions that result
from different rules. This combining
of actions, each of which may be a
"partial" action, contributes to
fuzzy logic's robustness, reliability,
and similarity to human reasoning.

Partial truth and consequence
The fuzzy inference process de-

termines which fuzzy rules "fire,"
or are true. Unlike the rules of con-
ventionallogic, however, which fire
completely or not at all, fuzzy rules
fire only to the degree that their
antecedents (the "if" parts) are
true. This degree' of truth deter-.
mines an output activation level, or
the degree to which the rules' con-
sequents (the "then" parts) will be

Software tools are a'valuable aid in designing fuzzy-
'logic applications. They're also a bargain. Full-featured
toois range in price from a few hundred dollars to a
feV: thousand. Some software is even fr~e.

The' freeware is from Motorola. You can download
it from Motorola's computer bulletin board; the phone
number is (51 2) 891-3733. The two components of the
freeware are a fuzzy-logic kernel and software that
helps you create membership functions. You can use
the freeware for developing applications on 68HC05
and 68HC11 microcoritrollers.

Motorola also offers fuzzy-logic educational kits. The
basic kit, for $195, includes a demo version of Fide,
the professional fuzzy-logic tool from Aptronix. For
$600, you also get a hardware emulator for your
choice of microcontroller.

You can also get a complete version of Fide either
from Motorola or Aptronix. The latest version, which
sells for $1495, includes a graphical editor for member-
ship functions. Other key features are simulation, analy-
sis, and trace capabilities. Fide ,also includes what Ap-
tronix calls a "composer" for merging fuzzy code with
other system code. In addition to generating assembly
code for Motorola's 68HC05 and 68HC11 microcon-
trollers. Fide oIso produces C code. A future version,
due later this year, will support Motorola's 68HC 16
and 68300 families and 56000 DSP family.

Cubicalc 1$495) from Hyperlogic is a capable proto-
typing tool. Its features include graphical editing of
membership functions. Cubicalc RTC, a $795 expanded

I version of Cubicalc. generates C code. RTC requires
either a Microsoft C or a Borland Turbo C compiler.
The code it produces will run in RAM-based or ROM-
based embedded systems and with real-time executives

Fuzzy-logic implementations use
several methods for combination
and defuzzification (Ref 1), but
some fuzzy systems don't combine
actions at all; they invoke only the
one action corresponding to the rule
that is "most true." Surprisingly,
such systems can be very accurate
and reliable.

The commonly used method that
is best for combining actions com-
putes the centroid, or center of
gravity, for the combination of all
clipped or scaled output member-
ship functions. The centroid method
requires a great deal of computa-

for 8-bit microcontrollers. The RTC package includes
, bina'ry run-time libraries for 80x86 processors; source

code is available if you need to use the libraries on
~ther processors. Hyperlogic also 'sells Cubicalc RTC
in combination with Cubicard, a PC-compatible plug-in
card th<;1t'suseful for control-systelT! applications. The
combination package costs $1495.

Togai Infralogic's tools are among the most exten-
sive, and expensive, available. Jhe suite of products
includes modules for graphical design, graphical analy-
sis, and code development. Complete development~
system" packages come in. several different versi9ns.
One generates C code, others produce ,code for spe- "
dic processors. Those processors include Togai's own
FC110 fuzzy processor; the H8/300j H8/500, and
HMCS400 from Hitachi; and Mitsubishi's' 37450. Togai
also sells an SBus fuzzy-logic accelerator board. Prices
for Togai products range from $750 for' the FC110
development system to $18,500 for a versio~ of the
MicroFPl development system for a specific processor.

Other software tools help you produce code for the .
tool· makers' own fuzzy chips and boards. American
Neuralogix, for example, provides some basic software
as part of its $395 ADS230 training and development
system. The package includes a PC board with a resi-
dent NlX230 fuzzy processor.

Omron's FS-1OAT software ($695) runs on a PC and
produces object code for Omron's FP-3000 fuzzy prbc-
essor or PC-resident FB-30AT fuzzy-inference board
($1100). These and other fuzzy products from
Omron-including various types of modules for pro-
grammable-logic controllers-are aimed primarily at in-
dustrial control systems.



tion, however, so its use is some-
what restricted. If your application
requires the centroid method and
is time-critical, you may need a
fuzzy processor, such as the Omron
FP-3000 or the Togai FCllO, that
implements the centroid method in
silicon.

Some microcontrollers are adept
at computing centroids, however.
New versions of Motorola's 68HCll,
for example, have built-in math co-
processors that can speed up the
required multiply/accumulate func-
tions. A coprocessor for the 68HC05
is also in the works. The 68HC16
needs no coprocessor; it has a stan-
dard multiply-accumulate instruction.

Begin with a prototype.
Your initial efforts in designing

a fuzzy-logic controller probably
won't involve such nitty-gritty
hardware details, however. To be-
gin, you'll probably design a proto-
type; then you'll get it to work prop-
erly in an iterative process of simu-
lation and redesign.

Cox observes that building a
fuzzy system is really a matter of
defining a control surface for the
system; the system operates by con-
verging to a solution on that sur-
face. Essentially, Cox says, you
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Hyperlogic's Cubicalc aids development of fuzzy-logic applications. Cubicard is a PC-
compatible plug-in card that's useful in control-system· applications.

sketch out what you believe are the
underlying fuzzy sets, or member-
ship functions, associated with
every term in your system. Then
you write rules that state what
should happen when system inputs
are members of those fuzzy sets.
Finally, you run the system on a
simulator, and you tweak the rules
and membership functions until
your system performs correctly.

Software simulators greatly as-
sist your checkout efforts by show-
ing you the effects Of fuzzy-system
inputs on system outputs. Aptronix's
Fide, for example, provides three
different displays of input/output
relationships. In one, a 3-D surface
shows the system output as a func-
tion of two inputs. A second view
reveals the same information in a con-
tour display. A third display shows

,
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what hardware is best for certain
applications.

Different fuzzy processors, for
example, have different capacities
for number of rules, number of an-
tecedents per rule, number of con-
sequents per rule, and number of
membership functions per input.
They also provide different infer-
ence metliods and allow different
types of membership functions. You
have to determine your require-
ments for each of these parameters,
and you need experience to do that.

The best advice for getting that
experience is, "Just do it." Get one
of the educational kits, software
packages, or development kits and '
plunge in. It won't cost much, and
you'll probably have fun. In a
widely used training example, you
can design a fuzzy dog that chases
an elusive fuzzy cat. ~

The ADS230 training and development sys-
tem from American Neuralogix includes
software and a PC board with a resident
NlX230 fuzzy processor.

system output in two cross-section
views, each for a different input.

If a display reveals an output
anomaly, you can use a trace fea-
ture in Fide to identify the rule or
rules at fault. Cubicalc's display ca-
pabilities are less extensive, but
flexible. Built-in display features in-
clude a strip chart (a variable ver-
sus time) and a scattergram (one
variable against another). However,
you can also link Cubicalc to other
Windows applications and thus use
the plotting tools ofother programs--
Microsoft's Excel, for example-to
display simulation results.

When your fuzzy system works
the way it should and you're ready
to implement it in program code,
software tools can simplify the job.
They generate either C code or as-
sembly language from your fuzzy
rule base and membership func-
tions. Some also have features to
help merge the fuzzy code they gen-
erate with other system code.

If you're anticipating developing
an actual fuzzy application, you'll
eventually have to choose a proces-
sor to run it. Whether you choose
a dedicated fuzzy processor or a
standard microcontroller, an intelli-
gent choice will depend on your
having more information than this
article can provide. Ref 1 through
Ref 6 provide good general informa-
tion, but you'll need some actual
practice with fuzzy design to know

Assemblers can install and
. shrink more than 400
insulating shrink sleeves
per hour with the Research
Inc. Tube Toaster.
• Variable adjustment
of precise time/
temperature cycle

• Uniform heating and
consistent results

• Simple operation requires
minimal training

The Tube Toaster is
portable, can be quickly set
up for efficient production.
Put one to work on your
assembly line.
Research Inc., Box 24064,
Minneapolis, MN 55426.
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